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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This thesis constitutes the results of a study of the
conflicts of early Christianity during the period from c.29 A.D.
to C.60 A. D. It seeks to answer the questions of their
causes, nature, and outcome. The basic source used was the
Book of Acts. While other sources were consulted, the Book of
Acts was the final authority.
Much work has already been done in the history of
Christianity by other writers, among whom are S. Angus, S. 1.
Case, Clarence T. Craig, W. 1. Conybeare and J. S. Howson,
E. tT. Foakes-Jackson and Kirsopp Lake, A. C. McGiffert, and
E. W. K. Mould. In the bibliography there may be found many
of the important works on the subject. However, all these
works give a picture of the general history of Christianity and
cover a much larger time period than this thesis. In this
thesis I have sought to cover only the beginnings of the
Christian movement- the specific period from shortly after the
Ascension of Jesus to Paulas imprisonment in Rome.
The term "conflict” denotes a strife for mastery, a
clash or divergence of opinion, interests, and motives, a
moral and mental struggle occasioned by incompatible desires
and aims. It is so used here. The conflicts discussed here
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2are those of an external nature, and the thesis has no refer-
ence to those within the Christian group itself, as for instance,
the controversy between Peter and the Jerusalem group (Acts/D).
The historical method has been used, I have attempted
merely to describe the conflicts and to omit interpretation and
evaluation. However, a degree of interpretation and evalu-
ation may have crept in. The study has been confined to re-
porting the facts as given and no attempt has been undertaken
to deal with any of the problems connected with the Book of
Acts, such as its validity, reliability, authorship, and
authenticity.
During this investigation I was constantly driven to
ask this question, ”To what extent can the account of the Book
of Acts be taken as being accurate in factual content, reliable
historically, objective in approach?” This problem does not
fall within the scope of this thesis. However, I concluded
that the author of the Book of Acts does not give exhaustive
details about the rise and spread of Christianity. He is
silent about much we wish to know- the outcome of Paul’s
imprisonment at Rome, for instance. The Book of Acts gives ;
selected incidents which vividly depict how Christianity got
its start and how it was spread by Paul, in particular, in the
North Mediterranean world.
The investigation is organized under the following
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headings: Christianity and Judaism, Christianity and the
Followers of John the Baptist, Christianity and the Roman
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Christianity and Magic, Christianity and Greek Philosophy,
Christianity and Vested Interests, and Conclusion.
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CHAPTER II
CHRISTIANITY AND JUDAISM
I
The picture of the early Christians presented hy the
opening chapters of the Book of Acts is that of a society of
Galilean follov/ers of Jesus who had lived together in Jerusalem
from the day of the resurrection and held views of their own
concerning the person, mission, life, and death of Jesus, The i
twelve, and especially Peter, were the leaders of this society.^
Christianity began as a species of Judaism. The Book
of Acts portrays the earliest Christians as thoroughly loyal to
the central beliefs and practices of Judaism. "Christianity in
2its initial period may be defined as Judaism with a plus."
The plus consisted in the Christians’ belief in the resurrection
of Christ and their devotion to his person. The narrative por-
trays the early Christian apostles as actively connected with
the temple (2:46; 3:1-4:22) where they both worshipped and
taught. The Jews probably regarded them as a new sect (cf.24:l!i)
in the same sense as they did the Pharisees. It is probable
that the Christians were also recognized as a synagogue, for
according to the Mishna ten male adult Jews could at any time
form one. The members of this synagogue would have their own
p The Acts
.
Chap. I.
Mould, E. W, K.
,
Essentials of Bible History
.
p.530.
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Ipeculiar opinions, and possibly customs, but they would in no
|
. sense be outside the nation or church of Israel, and would have
,
the same right to visit the temple as other Israelites. The
narrative in the Book of Acts affords ample confirmation that
this was the case (1:14; cf.2:42 and 7:4). The disciples were
I
arrested for behaving illegally or riotously in the temple, but
it is never suggested that they were trespassing. Even during
Paul’s last visit to Jerusalem his own right to visit the temple
I
:
land pay his vows was unquestioned, he was only accused of intro-
ducing unqualified persons into it.
The very first break in this relationship was of a
|
jpolitical nature. It was led by the priests and captain of
jthe temple and Sadducees (4:1-3). These were the temple au-
j
jthorities. At this time, the leaders of the Sadducean party
!
jin Jewish religion and politics, interfered with a propaganda
jWhich they felt was beginning to go beyond the bounds of safety
j
i 3 . . !
and to become a really popular movement. The Christian proc-
,i
lamation suited neither their religious beliefs notf their
political ideals, which were those of an aristocracy-"^ in
possessions of such pov/er as Rome allowed to native authorities
in Judea. The latter aspect of the case, as leading to the
|
more practical consequences, probably appealed to them with '
'greater urgency, for messianic enthusiasm meant a breach with
Bartlett, J. V., The Acts
.
The New Century Bible, p.l62.
Schurer, E.
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Rome and the upset of the existing order which they represented.
!j
They were incensed at the fact that men whom they would
I
regard as crude religious demagogues were haranguing the people
I
at all within the precincts sacred to official religion, but
i| still more by what they gathered of the preaching itself. It
ij
was had enough to have ignorant men preaching under their very
: eyes a doctrine which they resisted- that of the resurrection-
li
ji even when it was asserted by theological experts of the Phari-
saic party. But to have it proclaimed, not as an abstract
;
belief, but as a fact put beyond question in a concrete case
( cf . 3: 12-16)
,
and by men of the people, face to face with the
I
people- was something more. It was fraught with imminent
danger. For this "risen" Jesus was held by his adherents to
have been thereby proved to be after all the Messiah and no
impostor.
But such a belief, if it became general, seemed to
spell revolt from Rome, Roman rule being inconsistent with that
of the Messiah of popular expectation. The Jewish leaders re-
membered with grave fear Theudas and Judas of Galilee (5:36,37:
cf. 81:32). A messianic uprising, with all the severity and
further restriction of native authority which it involved, was
the thing most dreaded. Hence this kind of preaching seemed,
even to men not generally intolerant of doctrinal differences,
a thing to be stopped at any cost.
^Rartl att^ J. V.. Qp.Qit. . n. 165.

7This is brought out afresh in 4:17- ”that it spread no
further among the people"- evidences a fear lest a popular
Messianic movement should arise. So without attempting to
thrash out the question of fact, they thought to close the in-
cident with a formal warning and threatening. This political
aspect comes into view again in Chapter Five of the Book of
Acts. There the Apostles are given a sterner threat, empha-
sized by a beating.
However, the attacks against the early Christians did
not continue as political. With the arrest of Stephen is seen
for the first time the hand of religious persecution being laid
upon them. According to 6:1-2, the Christians began to grow in
numbers, and no doubt this gave great concern to the Jewish
leaders. This growth indicated a powerful movement afoot and
this movement was not under the control of the orthodox Jewish
leaders. It was something outside the accepted framework of
orthodox religion. Such a state of affairs was unthinkable to
and could not be tolerated by these Jewish leaders. Their
opportunity to do something about this menace came when Stephen,
while preaching in the synagogue of the Libertines, and
gCyreneans, and Alexandrians, was accused by certain Hellenists
(6:9-11) of "speaking blasphemous words against Moses, and
against God." Such a thing could not be tolerated, and the
The Hellenists were persons of Jewish extraction
who used the Greek language as their mother tongue- distinguish-
-&d from Hebraiatn_Qr .native Jews.
^
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religious hounds were turned loose upon him. When he was
brought before the Sanhedrin his speech before it (chap. 7) gave
confirmation to the "false charges” that had been placed against
him ( cf. 7:51-60) . In his speech before the Sanhedrin Stephen
summarized Old Testament history from the call of Abraham to
the building of Solomon’s Temple. He spoke with great respect
of the Mosaic Law. He accused the Jews of having misunderstood
their own law, of having killed the prophets, and of having
killed Jesus who was the true messiah. Their greatest offense,
said Stephen, was that they had resisted the Holy Spirit and had
rejected Jesus the righteous one whom God had sent. This
speech greatly angered the people and their anger was unre-
strained when Stephen said, "Behold, I see the heavens opened,
and the Son of Man standing at the right hand of God” (7:56).
This statement substantiated the charge of blasphemy brought
against him. He had made Jesus equal to God. Blasphemy
n
according to Jewish Law was punishable by death. The people
were so filled with rage that they, without waiting for a formal
’Conviction by the Sanhedrin, stoned Stephen to death. It is
not surprising that the religious leaders, who were concerned,
above all, in the strict maintenance of ancestral law and cus-
tom, should take alarm and determine to crush out this growing
heresy, which at first appeared so harmless and insignificant.
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The question as to why Stephen became the first known
martyr of the early church arises. A look into the problem
may offer a solution. There is no reason to suppose that the
teaching and practices of Stephen differed in any way from
those of his fellov/ Christians and that his arrest was due to
the fact that he was more radical than they. A comparison of
Peter’s speeches (chapters 2, 3, 4) and Stephen’s speech
(chap. 7) shov/s striking similarity of content. It is signifi-
cant to note that Stephen was establishing an ever-growing
reputation. He had been appointed as one of the seven to
"serve tables" (6:8) and "was full of grace and pov/er" (6:8).
Any attack upon him would bring notice immediately and would
serve to force attention upon this new group- especially the
type of attention suited to the purpose of the leaders. Again
the charges against him were brought by Hellenists. This
could be used by them to reaffirm and strengthen their loyalty
to the Jews. Then, too, Stephen was a Hellenist himself. It
is significant that in the persecution that follov/ed Stephen’s
death, the Apostles were untouched (8.2). Hov/ever, his exe-
cution, according to the Book of Acts, v/as the signal for the
outbreak of a general attack upon the disciples in Jerusalem
(3.1).
The persecution which began with the execution of
Stephen became the occasion of a vigorous missionary campaign
by the Christians (8:4 ff
)
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spread of Christianity. They that were "scattered abroad”,
Luke tells us, went about preaching the word in Judea, Samaria,
Cyprus, Antioch, and Phoenicia. It was, perhaps, at this time
that the Gospel reached Lydda and Joppa, where Peter found
disciples sometime later. There are indications that the
spread was extensive, reaching perhaps even to Rome. We are
not to think of the Christians as becoming travelling evangelists
and spending all their time in going from place to place preach-
ing- some did, as Philip- the gospel. But we may think of
them as telling the "good news" wherever they settled dovm to
make a home. The flight also meant the formation of a company
of Christian brethren whenever a group settled (S:46; 16:15;
l:lEf; 2:2; 18:7; 20:7ff; 28:30f). Christianity was torn from
the narrov/ limits of Jerusalem. It now belonged to the world.
The trouble begun by the attack upon Stephen brought
Christianity for the first time into distinct and open conflict
with orthodox Judaism. Hitherto the disciples had worked with-'
in the framework of Judaism; now they were denounced as heretics^
and thus their independence was clearly ushered into the open.
I
Though they were still as strict and conscientious as ever in
their observance of the Law, they nov^ began to be looked upon
in Jerusalem as an heretical sect, and the first step was taken
toward their ultimate separation from the national body corpo-
Q
rate. The heresy of the Christians consisted of their
8
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attitude and of their preaching concerning the person, mission,
death, resurrection, and vindication of Jesus. These factors
formed the heart of their preaching (cf. Acts 3; 5:28; 5:29-33;
7:51-60). The disciples were constant and diligent in their
declaration of Jesus as the true messiah. They were relentless
in accusing the Jews of having killed the Son of God. The
Christians boldly declared that they possessed ”the Wa/* of
salvation. All this the Jewish leaders denied. There could
be no compromise though efforts were made to reach one (4:16-21;
5:17-40). The separation of Christianity from Judaism was
inevitable.
However, the ultimate break with Judaism came over the
question of circumcision. The problem involved the question
whether a Gentile, in order to become a Christian, must first
of all become a proselyte to Judaism and then become a Jewish
Christian (15:1-33). Judaism itself had always insisted that
Gentiles must submit to circumcision and food taboos to become
Jewish proselytes. While the controversy over circumcision
arose within the Christian group it is so bound up with Chris-
tianity's relation to Judaism that it must be considered here.
The manner in which this problem was solved would decide the
future of Christianity. If Christianity had insisted upon the
Gentiles submitting to the demands of the circumcision party,
then Christianity would have been merely a sect of Judaism and
might have disappeared from history before the end of the first
tOC'iacvfrr silJ ;r^r.iiri3onoo j^nirfossiq Tl0f£^ .lo i>nj& e£ML/crxcJ>tu
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daUnal-^T aiew ys^iT .ilBi'saaij: nu^cr sif.l eb si/Bal. 1.o nni^EiBlbab.
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noldeaijp exld bavicYnx jrroIcfcTq oxIT .noiaiojmfoixo lo xxoid’sei/p
iiax.vaX b ojdousc! nsilX bUB malBXjjX od aJ’YXaeo'iq b ontooecf . IXb Xo
Xb.'IX bao'eiBni sybwX^ ban tXaeXi mEiBbt/X ,(SS-“I:5X) HBX.TaiTriO,
sxKoad od soodBd bool bae uol&iosmo'ilo oX Xiin.cfx;a Xsi/tu eaXilneC,
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9£lX ebxoBb bloow jbsvloa 3s\v ixtaXdc'iq aXjriX rfoXxiw nx larfrrBrci edT
aXX noqjj bsX&xaxiX bsx£ II .YXxBBiXaiT;/10 lo eTCijXixl'
^YXixq noXaloim/oixo adX lo sbnBJnab adu o:i gnXXXXrncfji/E BeliXxiat)
brB mXBjbifl lo Xobq b Y-^s»iom nead BVBd. bluow nonX
XEttxl 9dX lo bna ariX eiolad YioXaXxf moil baiBaqqBelb evari Xd^iiD
c • ;S gXoA .lo) gnlxtoBaiq lieiiX lo X^Be.d axiX boxcr'icl
IS-61::^; ajio rfooei' oX aboxi a'xaw aXiolla il^xxoxlX 08 xir(o*rqxiioo on ed
.9ldjBXivdx£x
jaa.Il Xenn! ^xiBXXeiijrfO b emcoad oX nabio ni ^olijnsC b •rarlXaxfw:
aXocxiO riXXv; qn bnnod oa ax XX qnois xiBxXexTuj arIX cXxiXX^ aaoiB
century. The importance of this controversy cannot be over-
emphasized. ”Vifith the decision to admit Gentiles to Chris-
tianity directly and not via Jewish ceremonial requirements,
Christianity emerged a separate and distinct universal re-
ligion.
The decision threw Christianity and Judaism into open
hostility. Paul was to experience this hostility at Iconium
(14:1-7), Lystra (14:19) Thessalonica (17:1-9), Beroea (17:13),
and at Corinth (18:12 ff). It was to lead to his imprisonment
(21:27 ff; cf. 23:12). In each city as Paul began his mission-
ary activities, he would begin it in the Jewish synagogue.
The fact that he did meet with some degree of success among both
Jews and Gentiles and that he did not require the Gentile con-
verts to submit to Jewish ceremonial requirements in order to
become members stirred up the local orthodox Jewish leaders
against him. Neither could these leaders accept the heart of
Paulas preaching- "This Jesus, whom I proclaim to you, is the
Christ” (17:3). This opposition sometime took violent form,
as at Lystra. It always forced Paul to seek another base of
operation other than the synagogue. It led finally to his
imprisonment. This happened when he visited Jerusalem to
carry gifts from the churches of Asia Minor to the Christians
at Jerusalem. There had been sent to Jerusalem certain
9
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reports accusing Paul of teaching ’’all the Jev/s who are among
the Gentiles to forsake Moses, telling them not to circumcise
their children or observe the customs” (21:21), In order to
prove that he was still loyal to Jewish customs, upon the sug-
gestion of some Christian brethren, Paul, with four men under a
vow, went to the temple to perform certain religious rites.
lAiTiile there they were seen by ’’Jews from Asia” who accused Paul
of defiling this ’’holy place” by carrying Greeks into it. (The
”holy place” of the temple was opened only to Jews to enter and
not to Gentiles.) The charge was not true, for the men who
were with Paul were Jews and not Gentiles. Nevertheless, the
city was aroused. The people seized Paul and would have then
and there killed him had it not been for the timely arrival and
intervention of the Roman soldiers of the garrison of Jerusalem.
Although he was rescued from the angry mob he was placed under
arrest. The Book of Acts ends with Paul in Rome awaiting trial
on charges against him dating from the time of this arrest.
According to the Book of Acts the pattern of the rela-
tion of Christianity and Judaism had been set. Judaism was to
remain the possession of Jews while Christianity was to go out
into the Graeco-Roman civilization.
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CHAPTER III
CHRISTIAJNflTY AOT) THE ROMAN EMPIRE
The world into which Christianity came was a world
ruled by the Romans. The task of gaining world control, begun
by Philip of Macedonia and carried to almost complete success
by his son, Alexander the Great, was just about completed when
Christianity came.^ The Romans were completing the task of
consolidation. Although the world had been brought under the
rule of one great power all was not peace and quiet. Hov/ever,
Vifhen Christianity came conditions were comparatively calm, due
to the leadership of the great statesman, Augustus Caesar
(27 B.C.- 14 A. D.). From a general picture Christianity
appeared in a favorable time and under favorable circumstances.^
Since Rome was in control of the world, the question
naturally arises as to Rome’s attitude toward Christianity, as
it began to spread over the Empire. For the answer we turn to
the Book of Acts. According to the Book of Acts the Roman
authorities, in every instance, save one, was a protecting and
not an attacking power. Rome was tolerant. In a close study
of the period from sources outside the Book of Acts, it can be
i Angus, S.
,
The Early Environment of Early Christian-
ity. Chap. II. cf. Foakes-Jackson and Lake, The Beginnings of
Christianity
.
Vol. I. and Mould, E. W. K.
,
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, p. 556.
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seen that this representation is quite correct.
The several instances recorded in the Book of Acts shov/
the Roman attitude as a tolerant one, refusing to take part in
a purely religious controversy- the one exception is recorded
in Acts 16:82-24, the scene at Philippi-, this reflects the
general policy of the Roman authorities tov/ards the various
4
religions in the Empire.
We turn now to the examination of the specific instances
of the several contacts of Christianity with the Roman authori-
ties. The first reference is found in the account of the trip
of Paul and Barnabas to Paphos, on the island of Cyprus (13:4-12).
Sergius Paulus was the proconsul there. On hearing of Paul and
Barnabas he invited them to teach him the message they pro-
claimed. When Paul and Barnabas sought to comply with the
3
Reference is made to a persecution under Claudius
(41 A.D.- 54 A.D.) in Acts 18:2. The Roman writer Suetonius
states that this expulsion was because of Jewish rioting "At
the instigation of one Christus,” the name Christus may have
been a misunderstanding of the name Christus, so Suetonius
statement may mean the rioting was stirred up over the preach-
ing of Christ among the Jews of Rome (Mould, E. W. K.
,
Cit .
.
p. 557). This expulsion was not confined to Christians alone
but affected all Jews. The Book of Acts does not mention the
persecution under Caligula (37 A.D.- 41 A.B.). Perhaps it is
not mentioned because this persecution was directed against all
the Jews also.
4
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request they met some opposition from a fellow lew, which they
5
overcame. The proconsul became a convert. He was won over
to the Christian cause.
In Thessalonica (17:1-9), in spite of the very serious
charges brought against the missionaries and their converts
the rulers of the city before whom Jason and others were ar-
raigned did nothing more than take seciirity from them to keep
the peace, and then released them without punishing them in any
way.
Again, when visiting and preaching in Achaia, Paul was
brought before Gallio by the Jews, charged with "persuading men
to worship God contrary to the law" (18:12-16). Gallio very
quickly perceived that the real issue was not political but
religious, and his answer reveals his attitude, "If it were a
matter of wrongdoing or vicious crime, I should have reason to
bear with you, 0 Jews; but since it is a matter of questions
about words and names and your ov/n law, see to it yourself; I
refuse to be a judge of these things." "And he drove them from
the tribunal." (18:14-16). Even when the Jews took their re-
venge upon Sosthenes because of their failure before Gallio, he
paid no attention to this affair, leaving the Jews to settle
|their own religious problem.
5
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Another account is found in the report on Paulas work
in Ephesus (19:35-41). At the behest of one Demetrius, a
silversmith, certain Christians were brought before the town
clerk. A Jev/ by the name of Alexander was prompted to prefer
charges against them. The real issue was covered over by mak-
ing the charges religious in nature. The tovm clerk refused
to accept the charges as such, saying, "For you have brought
these men here who are neither sacrilegious nor blasphemers of
our goddess" (19:37). He dismissed the assembly, refusing to
prosecute the men. He advised Demetrius and his fellow-
*
craftsmen to seek redress in the proper manner and from the
appropriate courts.
In chapters 24 and 25 there is another record of the
attitude of the Roman authorities toward the Christians. Paul
had gone to Jerusalem in order to carry gifts to the brethren
7
there from the churches of Asia Minor. While there he was
thrown into prison on accusations made by the Jev/s. Before he
went to prison he was almost mobbed to death by his enemies. He
was rescued by the timely arrival of the Roman garrison under
command of Claudius Lysias. Follov/ing his arrest he was sent
before Felix the governor. After listening to the charges as
presented by the Jev/s Felix was unable to find cause for con-
viction. Felix was also acquainted with "the Way" (25:22) yet
C
cf. poste. Chap. V.
7 cf. Romans 15:25-27.
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he could find no cause for condemning Paul. However, he did
not set him at liberty. But he gave orders to the centurion
that Paul was to have certain liberties, and that his friends
were to be allowed to visit him as well as to attend to his
needs. Felix seemed favorably disposed to Paul and to the gos-
pel (25:24-26). The Book of Acts accuses Felix of being hope-
ful that Paul would offer him a bribe for his freedom (25:26).
This situation continued for a space of two years or more. This
was at Caesarea, the seat of the Roman government for Palestine.
After about two years Felix was succeeded by Festus as
governor. The matter concerning Paul passed into his hands.
The trial hardly got started before Festus, for Paul, taking
advantage of his citizenship in the Roman Srpire appealed to
Caesar and to Caesar Festus sent him. Yet there is strong
evidence that Festus did not act hastily and that he sought to
secure all the facts pertinent to the situation. This was made
necessary, however, in order that an accurate report could be
sent with Paul to Caesar. Again, Festus refused to be stam-
peded by the Jews and admitted that he found no grounds for con-
demnation. Perhaps he might have released Paul, but after
consultation v\^ith his council, he informed Paul that since Paul
had appealed to Caesar, the matter was out of his hands. To
Caesar he would have to go. Even King Agrippa advised Festus
that Paul was innocent of any crime against Rome. As a
prisoner at Rome (28:16-30) Paul was not really treated as an
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ordinary criminal. He was allowed almost unlimited freedom.
The treatment of Paul and the other Christians as shown
by the Book of Acts, undoubtedly reflects the general principle
of the Roman government toward the Christians, as well as
8
tov/ards other religions, during this period. While we have
the record of individual governors, it is that also of the
Central government. For the subordinate officers were not free
to make the rules or lay dovni the overall principles. They
governed according to Romeos edicts.
[
It is noticeable that throughout the Book of Acts, when-
ever Christianity is brought in any form to the cognizance of
the Roman authorities, its harmless character is vindicated to
their ccxmplete satisfaction. It is also a remarkable fact that
there is no record in the Book of Acts of a condemnation passed,
or a punishment inflicted upon Paul or his companions by the
Roman authorities, except at Philippi (16:82-24), and then the
officials themselves apologized afterwards for their action.
It sho\ild be noted here that their apology was offered when they
learned that the prisoners were Roman citizens (16:38-39).
8 I
The first real persecution of the Christians as a
group by the Roman government is of a later date than the record
in the Acts. It was under Nero (64 A.D.). ”A disastrous fire
wiped out a large part of Rome, One rumor accused Nero of start-
ing the conflagration, and another blamed the Christians. Nero
sought to escape opprobrium by charging the Christians with re-
sponsibility, and he instituted a persecution of Christians in i
Rome which was carried out with horrible torture, resulting in
|
the death of many Christian martys.” Mould, E.W.K., op. cit .
, j
p. 557.
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This tolerant attitude meant much to the spread of
Christianity. The seat of Christianity passed from Jerusalem
to Asia Minor. The list of places is arresting. We find
churches established at Syrian Antioch, Cyprus, Pergamum,
Antioch in Pisidia, Iconium, Lystra, Derbe, Damascus, Cilicia,
Troas, Philippi, Corinth, Thessalonica, Ephesus, and even Rome.
Christianity now belonged to the Roman Empire.
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CHAPTER rV
CHRISTIMITY AND THE FOLLOWERS OF JOHN THE BAPTIST
There is much evidence that a sect known as the
Followers of John the Baptist existed in the first century and
even later. ^ In the Synoptic Gospels they are mentioned
2
several times. Baptism, fasting, and prayer characterize
these disciples in the time of Christ. Perhaps they were not
called a sect but they were marked by characteristics that set
them apart from others.
It is held by several scholars that one of the reasons
behind the Fourth Gospel was to offset the grov/ing influence of
3
these disciples of John the Baptist. It may be readily seen
that the Fourth Gospel contains' several allusions to John^s
Disciples (St. John 1:15; 5:33-36; 1:19-20, and 3:27:30). The
writer of this gospel certainly had Johannites in mind when
writing, for such a polemic presupposed a sect to argue against.
From the Book of Acts it cannot be determined just hov/
strong or how widespread the sect was at this time. But the
account does place a group at Ephesus, numbering about twelve
(18:24; 19:7), It can be inferred that there were some in
^ The unpublished translation summary by V/ilma Davis of
Joseph Thomas: The Baptist Movement in Palestine and Syria
.
p.l6.
2 Mat. 9:14; cf.,Luke 5:33; Mark 2:18; Mat.lli2; Luke
7:18-35, 11:2; Mat. 14:12, and Mark 6:29.
^ Groodspeed, E. J.
,
Introduction to the New^ Testament ,
p. 304; Scott, E. F.
,
Literature of ;Wtie New Testament
.
p. 251;
et al.
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other places, and certainly in Egypt, for Apollos, a native of
Alexandria (18:24-25), an ardent evangelist, "Knew only the
haptism of John’.'
The account in the Book of Acts is very meager in de-
tails. Hovi^ever, it is sufficient to suggest that the presence
of this sect gave the church at Ephesus much concern and was,
perhaps, making some headway, or was creating a problem among
the Christians, The description given of Apollos shows him to
be a formidable foe. He was eloquent, well-trained, an ardent
worker, well-versed in the Old Testament, and full of zeal.
But his message was incomplete. He had been instructed in the
way of the Lord, possessed a fervent spirit, and was able to
tell accurately about the historic Jesus, but "he knew only the
baptism of John," Just exactly what his views were cannot be
determined easily. Acts 18:25 suggests that he was a Christian
in some sense, that he knew the story of the historic Jesus,
believed in him as the Messiah, but did not know of the coming
of the Holy Spirit. The other followers of John the Baptist
were in the same condition (19:2-3).
What, at first, threatened to become a vexatious
problem was handled amicably and turned out advantageously for
the Christian cause. Two of the leaders of the church at
Ephesus, Prisca and Aquila, attached themselves closely to
Apollos, gave him complete instruction in the "way of the Lord",
and the learned Alexandrian obtained from these tent-makers a
^0 f'-'-rtBi: .e
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knowledge of that "mystery" which the ancient Scriptures had
only partially revealed. Apollos, filled with new insight,
went to Achaia. This move proved effectual, for "when he
arrived, he greatly helped' those who, through grace, had be-
lieved, for he powerfully confuted the Jews in public, shov/ing
by the Scriptures that Christ was Jesus" (18:27-28).
The small company of John’s followers, whom Paul met on
his arrival, were instructed by him, in conformity with what
had been said by John the Baptist himself, that that prophet
only preached repentance to prepare men’s minds for Christ, who
is the true object of faith. On this they received Christian
baptism, and were recipients of the miraculous gifts of tongues
and prophecy, as were converts in all other churches. They
then became a part of the Christian band.
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CHAPTER V
CHRISTIANITY AND OTHER RELIGIONS IN ROMAN EMPIRE
"Christianity did not grow up in a religious vacuum."^
I
It cannot, then, be understood out of relationship to its
religious environment. The Roman Empire was tolerant toward
all types of religion, and Christianity in its expansion met
: with a variety of religious cults and movements other than
,
Judaism, The religions in the Roman Empire were syncretistic
.
They were made up of Greek-hero worship and mythology. Emperor
' worship and a large element of the mystery religions from the
I
1 2East— Egypt, Assyria, and Babylonia.
j
Everywhere throughout the ancient world there were
I
local deities and cults. As the Christian missionaries moved
about the Empire proclaiming their gospel, they encountered
such cults. The Book of Acts presents some vivid pictures of
Saint Paul in relationship to these local cults, notably at
I Lystra, Athens, and Ephesus.
I
* Paulas experience at Lystra (14:8-15) came about be-
cause of a miracle of healing performed upon a cripple. This
miracle so awed the people that they were ready to concede the
presence of the gods among them. They called Barnabas Zeus,
1
Mould, E.W.K.
, Essentials of Bible History, p. 572.
2
_ Case. S. J.. The Evolution of Christianity. Chap_.^^7.
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and Paul, because he was the chief speaker, Hermes. Immediate
ly the people, led by the priest of the local cult, made ready
to offer sacrifices to them. With much difficulty, Paul and
Barnabas restrained them in their plans. Some converts to
3Christianity were gained as a result of their work there.
Another encounter is recorded as having occurred in
Athens (17:16-34). Wliile Paul was waiting there for Silas and
Timothy to join him, he was attracted by the sight of a large
number of idols. ”His spirit was provoked within him as he
saw that the city was full of idols" (17:16). He immediately
4
set about on a preaching mission. Conybeare and Hov/son re-
construct the scene of Athens as Paul moved from the port,
through the Peiraic gate, to the heart of the city. He marched
past the sculptured forms of Minerva, Jupiter, Apollo, Mercury,
the Muses, and Bacchus. His path led among the forms of great
men and deified heroes, among the temples, the statues, the
altars of the gods of Greece. He saw the creations of
mythology represented to the eye, in every form of beauty and
grandeur, by the sculptor and the architect. Petronius had
said, "There were more gods in Athens than in all the rest of
the world," and a Roman satirist, Pausanias had said, "It is
easier to find a god there (Athens) than a man."
cf . poste
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Life and Epistles of St. Paul
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pp. 305-10.
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Paul, though horrified by this display of idolatry,
sought to use the underlying yearning which was expressed in
such destitution. It is said that the Athenians, fearing
that they had not accounted for all the gods, erected a statue
and labeled it ”To an unknown God" so that the god would not
be offended* Paul uses this fact as a starting point, declar-
ing that "what, therefore, you worship as unknown, this I pro-
claim to you." (17:23). Paul attempted to place before them
the resurrected Jesus as the answer to their yearning. His
efforts met with little success—only a few believed and joined
him (17:34). That his preaching was attended with small re-
sults is just what should have been expected. In verse 21 we
have a fair characterization of the Athenians. Their interest
5
centered in philosophical and religious speculation. His
audience was ready enough to listen to his preaching, but could
not accept his message. His appeal to them to repent in view
of the impending judgment seemed nothing less than absurd.
"So Paul went out from among them." (17:33).
The third encounter was at Ephesus (19:28-41). Ephesus
was an important city on the main route from Rome to the East.
Ephesus was always proud of her position of "warden of the
Temple of Artemis." Hellenistic religious cults met and
5
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mingled at Ephesus. Almost every cult known to this period
found devotees there. The Book of Acts records a conflict with
only one, perhaps the strongest one. The conflict was precipi-^
7 Itated hy Demetrius and his silversmith guild. The charge by
i
Demetrius was cloaked under the guise of religion. Undoubtedly!
Christianity was making noticeable headway among the devotees of
Artemis, not only in Ephesus, but throughout Asia (19:26).
This summary of the speech by the leader of the tradesmen de-
pendent upon the cult of Artemis, is not only highly realistic,
it illustrates the degree of success of the Christians as well.
It is rather significant that we find no account of any opposi-
tion from the cult leaders, but only from those who gained
financially from the cult. The author of the Book of Acts
seemed more interested in the opposition from business than
from that of religion. The religious angle is deftly evaded.
However, there is enough evidence to show that Christianity
and the other Empire religions were in definite conflict with
each other, and, also, that Christianity’s success threatened
the position of these religions.
These religions were competitors of Christianity for
the souls of men as it made its way into the Graeco-Roman world.
The Book of Acts shows Christianity successfully overcoming all
of the other religions in the Empire.
7
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CHAPTER VI
CHRISTIANITY AND MAGIC
In religion man is primarily concerned with the
mysterious phenomena of the universe about him, which mysteries
I
he cannot explain. He considers some of these mysterious
forces as friendly and some as hostile. These forces are oftell
regarded as personal. If he considers them friendly, man will
seek to put himself in harmonious adjustment to them and will i
enter upon such practices as he thinks will secure for him the
continued favor of these forces who control his world and his
destiny. This is a form of what is called worship. If he
regards them as hostile, then he will indulge"* in practices,
which are termed magic, designed to compel the supernatural
powers to favor him.^
The practice of magic is abundantly evidenced in the
course of civilization. It is present in proportion to the
scale of human progress and is intimately associated with re-
ligion. The period covered in this investigation abounds in
the practice of magic. There is no wonder, then, that in the
Book of Acts are found several accounts of Christianity’s con-
tact with magic. We note six different examples of this
contact.
1
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When the Christians were scattered abroad following
the stoning of Stephen (8:1-24), Philip went down to a city of
Samaria. Under the power of his preaching and his power of
healing he created great amazement among the people. They were
more impressed by his power to heal than by his preaching.
Among the people was one Simon who had won an influential posi-
tion through the practice of magic. Apparently the wonders
and signs which Philip did overshadov/ed those of Simon,
especially when the Holy Spirit was given to the converts by
Peter and John laying their hands upon them. Simon saw in
this incident a chance, he thought, to improve on his own
powers, so he offered to buy the pov^er from the Apostles. He
was rebiaked by Peter and pleaded for forgiveness. The effect
of the Apostles* work was wrought mainly by the wonder at the
deeds of power performed in the name of Jesus. The people,
Simon in particular, thought that the Apostles possessed the
power of magic, and did not fully comprehend their mission*
The account of the work of Paul and Barnabas in Paphos
is interesting chiefly because it was here that Paul for the
first time, so far as we know, came into contact with a strik-
ing and characteristic form of superstition of the age in the
person of the sorcerer Bar-Jesus (13:6-12). Bar-Jesus was a
representative of a class of men, who possessed a familiarity
with the forces of nature which was not shared by their fellow-
men, and which was commonly regarded as supernatural in its
1'I
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origin. They were looked upon as endowed with superhuman
|
power and wisdom, and were able to wield a tremendous influence '
over the minds of their fellows, an influence which they turned
to their own private advantage. Not only did they knov/ how to
impress and astonish the common folk but also how to win favor
with the rich and the great. That there should have been one
of them in the retinue of the proconsul is not at all surprising.
It is still less surprising that he should have been hostile to
Paul and Barnabas who represented another system and whose
preaching might well seem to threaten his influence and credit
7/ith his patron. In the conflict with Bar-Jesus Paul exhibits
the superior power of Christianity in the very field in which
p
Bar-Iesus and his kind were most skilful.
The outcome of this encounter v/as the winning of Sergius
Paulus, the proconsul, as a convert to Christianity (13:12).
The proconsul’s belief is not represented as the effect solely
of the miracle. He was already predisposed towards faith in
the gospel message of Christ (13:7f.); but this proof of its
divine authority overcame his hesitation.
Paul’s next encounter with magic was at Lystra^( 14: 3-18)
.
The incident referred to here was caused by a miracle of healing
wrought by Paul upon a man crippled from birth. Paul and
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Barnabas were immediately looked upon as gods. The identifi-
cation of Barnabas, the more silent and passive of the two, with
the supreme god Jupiter, and of the more active Paul with Hermes
is entirely natural. Hermes was knov/n as the herald or prophet
of the gods.^ The Apostles were looked upon as gods because of
their healing power. According to verses El-22 they met with
some success, although the Jews from Antioch and Iconium follow-
ed them to Lystra, and caused Paul to be stoned (14:19).
The incident recorded in 16:16-34 has been discussed
g
elsewhere, but it needs mentioning here also. It is another
illustration of the place magic held in the life of the people
and what happened when it met with Christianity. This is the
story of the slave girl at Philippi who had a spirit of divi-
nation, which took the form of ventriloquism. The popular re-
action to such a condition was of such a nature that the owners
of the slave girl were able to turn her power into much gain
for themselves. But Christianity again demonstrated its
superior powers and thus brought to an end the power of the girl
as well as the profits of her ov/ners.
The most vivid account given concerns Ephesus, and this
is not surprising for the cult of magic throve in Ephesus. It
was there that Hellenistic religious cults met and mingled.
According to the Book of Acts (19:11-20) Christianity made
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practically a clean sweep of Ephesus. Paul preached and worked
there for a period of better than two years (19:10) and thus
was able to launch a continuous fight against paganism. ’’And
God did extraordinary miracles by the hands of Paul.” (19:11-12).
Some itinerant Jewish exorcists undertook to do their vrark
through the name of Jesus. At one time ’’seven sons of a Jew-
ish high priest named Sceva were doing this,” but an evil
spirit leaped upon them causing them to flee wounded and naked
(19:14-16). This became known to all the residents of Ephesus,
both Jev7S and Greeks, putting fear upon them and causing many
to believe, to confess and to divulge their practices of the
magical arts. The result was tremendous. A number of those
who practiced the magical arts brought their books and burned
them. The value of these books came to ’’fifty thousand pieces
of silver.” ”So the word of the Lord grew and prevailed
mightily” (19:20). Again, Christianity demonstrated its
superior power over the forces of magic.
The last account of Paul in contact with magic follov/s
his escape after shipwreck at Malta (28:1-10). The natives
showed ’’unusual kindness” for they lighted a fire and welcomed
all of the survivors to the warmth, drenched and shivering as
they were in the rain and cold. The Apostle had gathered with
his own hands a heap of sticks, and had placed them on the fire,
"when a viper came out because of the heat" and fastened to his
hand. Paul appeared as a real criminal to the natives now so
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adi bsuBxd'enorab '^id’lnfiidExiiiO ttilBsA ,(OS:eX) "Yllcrdsiai
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.oxgBin lo eeo^ol ©rid isvo xavroq 'lol'isciwa
awcllol oxsxffi dSl^N d'OBd'noo fix Xjjb^ Id cfiJi/doos dQBX ©XT
aavid'bfi adT .(0I-X:8S) Bd'XaM d'B 2io9'iwqi:da t©X1x ©qBoao eld
)
boiEcoIew bfiB aixl b bad'd^lX x^dS 'lol "eaanbfild XBueunu” beworie ,
^
SB ^liavide bnB badDfioxb ^ddJiriBW add' od axoviv-iixa add lo Us
S^V. 'V
dd'xv; baTieddas bfid aXdaoqA oiiT .bXoo bxiB nlB'i add oi sxaw -^©ild :
T
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«9'ixl ©rid no mend bapaXq bar! bn© ,s:?Ioid3 lo qBsri'B abfxrl nwo sxrf.
8xrl od banadeBl bn© ”dB9d arid, lo ©efiBoed diro emBo leqiy b xiailw**
oe won aevldBii add od Xafilmlio Xnsx b 3B bainaqqB Iub^ .bn^rf
they said, "no doubt this man is a murderer. Though he has
escaped from the sea, justice has not allowed him to live"
(28:4). But Paul shook off the snake into the fire and suffer
ed no harm. They waited for the results. At length, when
they saw nothing happen to him, they were struck with awe and
said that Paul was a god. He made a profound impression upon
everyone and he performed several miracles there, notably the
healing of the father of Publius, the governor of the island.
The results of his stay there are not recorded, as far as the
winning of converts is concerned, yet he won many friends. As
he departed the islanders presented many gifts to him, and his
company.
In every instance of Christianity’s contact with magic
it shov/ed its superiority. Every encounter ended favorably for
Christianity. It excelled in the very realm of magic. The
Apostles were quick to direct the attention of the people from
themselves by always making known the source of their power-
Jesus Christ. Hov/ever, the people were slovj to grasp the
fundamental lesson that the Apostles sought to teach by their
mighty deeds. The people far too often looked upon them as
greater magicians than the local wonder-workers. Some did,
at least, some began to follow after the truth which the
Apostles declared unto them.
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CHAPTER VII
CHRISTIANITY AND GREEK PHILOSOPHY
Paul, having met with most unfavorable, and trying
handling at the hands of the Jews at Thessalonica v/ent to
Beroea. But the Jews followed him. Their work there stirred
up the people against Paul, so the local brethren got him off
to safety as far as Athens to prevent harm being done to him.
While waiting for Silas and Timothy to join him (17:16-34), he
opened a campaign for Christ. ”He argued in the synagogue with
the Jews and devout persons, and in the market place every day
with those who chanced to be there” (17:17). It was while
there that he came into contact with the philosophers, the
Epicureans and Stoics being specifically named in the Book of
Acts. They were divided in their opinions on Paul and his
message. In order to get from him a connected discourse they
led Paul away from the confusion of the market place to the
comparative quiet of the Areopagus, a sacred hill where sat a
high court knovm as the "Council from the Areopagus”.
On reaching the Areopagus, they requested Paul to pre-
sent his cause or teaching (17:19-20). Paul proceeded to
expound to them on Jesus and the resurrection (17:22-31). Their
interest was more a matter of curiosity than anything else.
The Book of Acts is careful to say that ”all the Athenians, and
the foreigners who lived there spent their time in nothing
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except telling or hearing something new” (17:21). They
listened quietly until Paul spoke of the resurrection. This
was more than their philosophical minds could take. ”Some
mocked; but others said, ^we will hear you again about this^"
(17:32), This is the last of it, for Paul went out from among
them. The ideas of retribution beyond the grave and of bodily
resurrection (17:31) were incredible to both Stoics and Epicur-
eans. Paul had run up against cold intellectualism and it was
unable to comprehend this spiritual fact which he presented.
Only one member of the Areopagus, Dionysius, was won.^
The Stoics were those who followed the philosophy of
Zeno (c.342 B.C.-272 B.C.). Zeno thought that the world re-
veals itself as the embodiment of a divine will. All reality,
however, is material, and the soul is only a kind of sublimated
matter doomed to eventual dissolution. But since the world is
the work of divine wisdom and is governed by divine law, it is
man*s duty to conform freely to whatever destiny may be his.
The wise man should be free from passion, unsubdued by joy or
grief, willingly submissive to natural law. The Stoic is not
easily excited, apparently or professedly indifferent to
pleasure or pain.
The Epicureans were those who followed the philosophy
of Epicurus (341 B.C.-270 B.C.). Epicurus taught that
1
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pleasure is the only good and the end of all morality. The
life of pleasure, however, to he genuine, must he a life of
prudence, honor, and justice, and a man’s happiness is properly
attained hy taking away from his desires. An Epicurean is one
given to luxury or to sensual gratification; adapted to luxuriou
tastes.
There is no wonder that Paul went out from among them
without having attained unto greater success.
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CHAPTER VIII
CHRISTIANITY AITO VESTED INTERESTS
The conflicts already discussed have all hinged upon
religion or politics in some form or another. In this chapter
we see the conflict from another angle— Vested Interests.
Religious and social theories, then as today, did not become
dangerous or important until they threatened the stability of
Vested Interests and government. We find at least, two cases
which give insight into this conflict in the period under
investigation.
The first account we find given in Acts 16:16-24. Here
at Philippi we run across men who were exploiting a slave girl
who was supposed to have a spirit of divination. This case was
already treated in the chapter dealing with Christianity and
magic but it is significant at this point also. This slave
girl came under the influence of Paul and Silas and she was
restored ”to her right mind.” Her natural powers resumed
their course; and the gains of her masters were gone.
Violent rage on the part of these men was the immediate'
result. They saw that their influence with the people, and
with it, all "hope of gain", was at an end. They proceeded
therefore to take summary revenge. They hauled Paul and Silas
before the rulers. Knowing that the Romans took no cognizance
of religious disputes as such, they must have felt some diffi-
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culty in stating their grievance. The law had no remedy for
property depreciated by exorcism. The true state of the case
was therefore concealed, and an accusation was laid before the
rulers on this wise: "These men are Jews and they are disturb-
ing our city. They advocate customs which it is not lawful
,
I
for us Romans to accept or practice" (16:20,21). They attempteji
2
to fight out the issue on political and racial lines. Paul
^
I
and Silas lost the battle but won the day for Christ in
j
Philippi (16:25-40).
Paul and his companions ran hard against Vested Inter-
ests again at Ephesus (19:24-41). "Ephesus was the gate of the
Orient, the portal to the Great Bagdad Caravan route, a color-
ful bazaar where the goods of the East and West were piled high
in brilliant confusion. But chiefly Ephesus was celebrated as
the home of magic and religion."^ Magic and religion are
always lucrative atmospheres for financial speculations and un-
holy gain. Around the worship of Diana^ (Artemis) had grown
up a strong craft of silversmiths. These silversmiths made and
sold images and other relics of Diana to the people. This work
had grov/n into a large and lucrative business. The preaching
of Paul had played havoc with this industry. So Demetrius,
apparently the president of the guild, called the craft together
^ cf. ante. Chap. IV.
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and presented the seriousness of the matter. He first appeal-
ed to their pocketbooks (19:25) and then to their religion
(19:27), Such an appeal could not be lost when thrown like
fire on such inflammable materials. The infuriated feeling of
the crowd of assembled artisans broke out in a cry in honor of
the divine patron of their city and their craft, "Great is
Diana of the Ephesians,”
The excitement among this important and influential
class of men was not long in spreading through the whole city
(19:29). The infuriated mob rushed to the theater. They
were unable to find Paul so they dragged with them Gaius and
Aristarchus, two of his companions in travel. These two indi-
viduals were brought before the town clerk who readily saw
5through the charges and dismissed the assembly.
The real cause of conflict in both instances was that
Christianity cut directly across the heart of the practices of
these two interests. The position of Christianity was dia-
metrically opposed to that held by the leaders of these two
concerns. There are just two cases mentioned in the Book of
Acts but it may be inferred that there were other cases
(1 Cor. 8) and the results were the same in every instance.
That is the pattern followed by true Christianity even to this
day. The conflict was not with business per se but with those
business practices that put profit before the worth of humanity,
of. ante
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that put selfish interest above ethical conduct, that sought
to exploit every condition of mankind to satiate personal,
individual, group, or class ambition, that meant the enslave-
ment of the bodies, minds, and spirits of humanity.
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CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSION
In the beginning Christianity was known as "the Way".
Primarily this meant a way of salvation, but it also included a
way of life. The people with whom Christianity started were
not conscious that they were launching a new religion. No
records were kept; no organization, ecclesiastical or physical
was formed. For the first twenty years following the career
of Jesus Christianity moved with the members unaware of the far-
reaching significance of what was taking place among them. It
took its place within the general framework of Judaism, and was
content to follow in that beaten path until forced out of it.
However, the Christians held certain views which differ-
ed from those of Judaism—that of Jesus as the Messiah of Jew-
ish expectation, that of belief in his resurrection, and that
of loyalty and devotion to his person. By their boldness and
daring to proclaim these beliefs publicly, and by so doing win
others to their beliefs, they were brought into conflict with
the leaders of Judaism. This conflict reached open proportions
in the execution of Stephen and full cleavage over the issue of
circumcision.
On the issue of circumcision the separation v/as final ani
clear. The one tie that could have held Christianity within
Judaism was perhaps broken. For one to become a Christian it
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was no longer necessary to meet the external demands of Juda-
ism. Thus Christianity was opened to Jew and Gentile alike,
while Judaism retained its exclusiveness. With the stoning of
Stephen Christianity was driven from the cloistered halls of
Judaism and sought refuge in the farflung places of the Graeco-
Roman world. Unlike the Jews of the Diaspora the scattered
Christians did not sulk in their tents. They became mission-
aries. They took literally the command of Jesus, ”Go ye
therefore, and make disciples of all the nations” (Matt. 28: 19)
,
This became their vision; this became their task.
When Christianity arose, the entire Mediterranean world
was under a single ruler, the Roman Emperor. The history of
Christianity in the period under study is an interesting one
and one of deep importance. This was without doubt a critical
period for the early Church. This is confirmed by this in-
vestigation. Christianity did not enter a field void of
competition, Christianity met with a fortunate and tolerant
attitude, however, from the Roman government. It is noticeable
that throughout the Book of Acts, whenever Christianity is
brought in any form to the cognizance of the Roman authorities,
its harmless character is vindicated to their complete satis-
faction. It is also a remarkable fact that there is no record
in the Book of Acts of a condemnation passed, or a punishment
inflicted upon Paul or his companions by the Roman authorities,
except at Philippi (16:82-24), and then the officials themselves
Ic iBa’XPttxe ^-r-ci" ctoem ocf xr.Ba^^oueu loji^nol on ?.bw
all.d-nef) bus weX Co haxxaqo 8bw Y.ixxiBxcj’R IiriO sjjrlT .insx
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apologized afterwards for their actions. This tolerant atti-
tude meant much to the spread of Christianity. Asia Minor
became the center of Christian activity and it even reached to
Rome itself.
While Rome proved tolerant, her tolerance did not re-
I
move every and all obstacles from the pathway of Christianity,
for at every place it met forces with which it had to contend.
All these forces were struggling for the souls of men just as
was Christianity. Each claimed for itself the possession of
the answer for which men had searched from time immemorial.
These forces found expression in the Follov/ers of John the
Baptist, other religions in the Empire, Magic, Creek philosophy,
and certain forms of business.
In a closer summary of the conflicts with various
forces, I find that so far as the Book of Acts is concerned,
the Followers of John the Baptist were to be found as a small
group at Ephesus, numbering twelve in all. It is also
probable that they were to be found elsewhere, even in Egypt
—
Apollos, an Alexandrian, knew about John the Baptist. We know
from the Gospels that John*s follov/ers maintained their own
separate existence even after their master’s death, and that by
no means all of them became disciples of Jesus. It is not
clear as to what constituted the point of conflict. The
account is considerably confused and the author himself seems
not to have had a very clear conception of the position of
those whom.- he dencrlhes . He caJJLs tlieiii disciples, that is ^==
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Christian disciples, and yet he implies that they knew nothing
about Jesus (19:1-3). Whatever the nature and activity of
this group were, it is certain that they created a problem for
the Christians. The very fact that they were introduced into
the picture means that, in some way, they stood athwart the
pathway of the Christians. Hov/ever, they were won over to the
Christian cause, and Apollos became an ardent and capable worker
therein.
It was readily seen that Christianity did not grow up in
a religious vacuum. The Roman Empire v/as tolerant toward all
types of religion, and Christianity in its expansion, met with
a variety of religious cults and movements other than Judaism.
The religions in the Empire were syncretistic
,
made up of ele-
ments of Greek Hero-Worship and Mythology, Roman Emperor-V/orship
and Eastern Mystery-Religions. Christianity, in its spread,
i
ran with full force into them. The clash came into the open
at Lystra, Athens, and Ephesus, according to the Book of Acts.
The issue was tied up v/ith the problem of salvation.
The clash came over the question as to hov/ salvation was to be
had. The history of the period testifies to the desperate
moral condition which existed. Men were in search of a way
out of this moral morass. Each religion made claim to having
the answer. It was at this point that the real conflict ex-
isted. Christianity proved superior in every encounter. "The
word of the Lord grew and prevailed mightily" (19:20). "And all
vn.*. v7€>xti vQfict d-eiic)- eBiXqiri. i)nt^ ^aolqiaeib m-.J fsMiiO
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the assembly kept silence; and they listened to Barnabas and
Paul as they related what signs and wonders G-od had done
throxigh them among the Gentiles.” (15:12).
It was not surprising to find Christianity meeting with
magic. Wherever there are ignorance and superstition and
crudities of religious belief, there magic is to be found.
Such a condition existed in the first century A. D. The
Apostles joined battle with magic in Samaria, Paphos, Lystra,
.
Philippi, Ephesus, and Malta. The Apostles possessed unusual
power of healing and put it to use on several occasions. This
power of healing was not an unmixed blessing. On several
occasions it was the cause of deep misunderstanding of the
Apostles real mission and it obscured the heart of their
message. It made it difficult for the Evangelists to effect
their primary obligation- the preaching of the Gospel, and all
that went with the preaching. One component of local magi-
cians became hostile and dangerous for it was unable to match
its powers with that of the Apostles. This threatened the
position and influence of the local magicians. Such a state
of affairs was more than they could stand. The other component
sought to enhance its position by purchasing this power from
the Apostles. Hov/ever, this was not true in every case. Many
others believed and were baptized into the Christian fold. The
Book of Acts makes it very clear that the extraordinary powers
of the Apostles were always used as the means to an end and
never as an end in itself. They always gave the credit to
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The accoimt of the clash with Greek philosophy is re-
markable in that it is the only conflict out of which Chris-
tianity does not come with colors flying high. Hov/ever, her
colors are yet unfurled although limp in the breeze. Success
in Athens was small. Paul did not remain among the philoso-
phers very long.
The final conflict was that with certain vested inter-
ests encountered at Philippi and Ephesus. Christianity cut
directly across the practices of these businesses and interfer-
ed with the profits. At Philippi Paul restored to her right
mind a slave girl whose power of ventriloquism was proving
profitable to her owners and at Ephesus he caused to dwindle the
profits of the silversmiths by turning the people away from the
worship of Artemis. The men who thus were deprived of their
sources of profit in both cases, rose up indignantly against
the missionaries. It was not a pleasant situation. Hov/ever,
the Christians came out victorious in the end. Christianity
had triumphed again. The fight here was against selfishness,
exploitation, greed and hypocrisy.
In dramatic and vivid clearness the Book of Acts pre-
sents early Christianity as a pov/erful and successful movement.
It was opposed by many strong and determined forces, which
proved unequal to cope with the Christian message and its
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spirit-filled messengers. The battle moved, not always in
sunshine, under clear skies, and on unobstructed roads, but
always successfully and victoriously.
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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
)
This thesis constitutes the results of a study of the
conflicts of early Christianity during the period from c.29 A.D.
to C.60 A.D. It seeks to answer the questions of their causes,
nature, and outcome. The basic source was the Book of Acts.
While other sources were consulted, the Book of Acts was the
final authority.
Such problems directly connected with the Book of Acts
itself, such as its authorship, historical accuracy, and
factual reliability, did not fall within the scope of the
thesis. Nevertheless I was to face these questions often in
the course of the study. As important as they were the im-
portance of this study did rest upon answers to them. However,
I concluded that the author of the Book of Acts does not give
exhaustive details about the rise and spread of Christianity.
He is silent about much we wish to know about- for instance,
the outcome of Paul’s imprisonment at Rome. The Book of Acts
gives selected incidents which vividly depict hov/ Christianity
got its start and how it was spread by Paul, in particular, in
the North Mediterranean world. For a more detailed account of
the work of Paul we must turn to his letters and epistles.
Much work has already been done in the history of
Christianity by other writers, among whom are S. Angus,
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S. J. Case, Clarence Craig, W. J. Conybeare and J. S. Howson,
F. J, Foakes-Jackson and Kirsopp Lake, A. C. McGiffert, and
E. W. K. Mould (See bibliography). However, their works give
a picture of the general history of Christianity and cover a
much longer time period than this thesis. In this thesis I
have sought to cover only the beginnings of the Christian move-
ment- the specific period from shortly after the Ascension of
Jesus to Paul’s imprisonment in Rome.
The term "conflict” denotes a strife for mastery, a
clash or divergence of opinions, interests, and motives, a
moral and mental struggle occasioned by incompatible desires
and aims. It is so used in this thesis. The conflicts dis-
cussed here are those of an external nature, and the thesis
has no reference to those within the Christian group itself,
as for instance, the controversy between Peter and the Jeru-
salem group (Acts/0).
The historical method has been used. I have limited
the work to that of a description of the conflicts as seen in
the Book of Acts and have omitted, as much as was possible, an
attempt to interpret and to evaluate. Nevertheless, a certain
amount of both may be discovered in the thesis.
The thesis is organized under the following headings:
Christianity and Judaism, Christianity and the Roman Empire,
Christianity and the Followers of John the Baptist, Christianity
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4Summary
In the beginning Christianity was known as ”the Way”,
Primarily this meant a way of salvation, but it also included
a way of life. The people with whom Christianity started were
not conscious that they were launching a new religion. No
records were kept; no organization, ecclesiastical or physical
was formed. For the first twenty years following the career
of Jesus Christianity moved with the members unaware of the far-
reaching significance of what was taking place among them. It
took its place within the general framework of Judaism, and was
content to follow in that beaten path until forced out of it.
However, the Christians,- held certain views which dif-
fered from those of Judaism- that of Jesus as the messiah of
Jewish expectation, that of belief in his resurrection, and that
of loyalty and devotion to his person. By their boldness and
daring to proclaim these beliefs publicly and by so doing win
others to their beliefs, they were brought into conflict with
the leaders of Judaism. This conflict reached open proportions
in the execution of Stephen and full cleavage over the issue of
circumcision. With the stoning of Stephen Christianity was
driven from the cloistered halls of Judaism and sought refuge
in the far-flung places of the Graeco-Roman world. Unlike the
Jews of the Diaspora the scattered Christians did not sulk in
their tents. They became missionaries. They took literally
1• e<i5 iTA'ox->>{ Bm \:d'inBi.tai;ijdU
; •nxnaio.j'f arid' r.I
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©lid e.-irrrTI .fiXiovr noaio:- “OoeBi-D arid do a&oBl.q snuXd-tud arid n.t -'
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^IlbiadiX 2iood . 39X-i/3fioi88xni ©niBooci .adned ‘ixarid
f
the command of J'esus, "Go ye therefore, and make disciples of
all nations” (Matt. £8:19). This became their vision; this
became their task.
V/hen Christianity arose, the entire Mediterranean
world was under a single ruler, the Roman Emperor. The
history of Christianity in the period under study is an interest-
ing one and one of deep importance. This was without doubt a
critical period for the early church. Christianity did not
enter a field void of competition. Christianity met with a
fortunate and tolerant attitude, however, from the Roman
government. It is noticeable that throughout the Book of Acts,
whenever Christianity is brought in any form to the cognizance
of the Roman authorities, its harmless character is vindicated
to their complete satisfaction. It is also a remarkable fact
that there is no record in the Book of Acts of a condemnation
passed, or a punishment inflicted upon Paul or his companions
by the Roman authorities, except at Philippi (16:2£-£4), and
then the officials themselves apologized afterwards for their
actions. This tolerant attitude meant much to the spread of
Christianity. Asia Minor became the center of Christian
activity and it even reached to Rome itself.
While Rome proved tolerant, her tolerance did not make
Christianity’s pathway entirely clear of obstacles. For at
every place it met forces with which it had to contend. All
these forces were struggling for the souls of men just as was
1c R€'1qX 02-D ©>ijc3f1 bflB j ©X 0-D” ^8X/S9G *l0 bilBCUCCO 0ffit
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nB8riB'i‘io-ti50M s'lictxi© 8ilvt ,9 bo‘ib neilW
anT .•xc'rgqirC nBCioH 9xld' elgitis b 'f.ebnxx sbw bliov/
-j---e'‘i0uni xis ai ‘X9bnx.f i)oi;^9q'^ciic}' iix
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eoiTBSXflaoo 0 rid od iino‘1 xxib nx d’tlano'io ax xd'xriBxjalxfiO •xa vsnaii'^?
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anoxn.sqflico axxi io JjJBa xioqu badoxltrix dfismrfaxniiq s io .baaQsq
oas ,{4^9-SS:ai) xqqxliiia dB dqeoxe , aoxdx'ioxIdxTB hbigoH odd
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Christianity. Each claimed for itself the possession of the
answer for which men had searched from time immemorial. These
forces found expression in the Followers of John the Baptist,
other religions in the Empire, Magic, Greek philosophy, and
certain forms of business.
According to the Book of Acts, the Followers of John
the Baptist were to be found as a small group at Ephesus,
numbering twelve in all. It is not clear as to what con-
stituted the point of conflict. The account is considerably
confused and the author himself seems not to have had a very
clear conception of the position of those whom he describes
(19:1-3). V/hatever the nature and activity of this group were,
it is certain that they created a problem for the Christians.
That they were introduced into the picture points in this
direction and indicates that they stood athwart the pathway of
the Christians. However, they were won over to the Christian
cause, and one of them, Apollos, became an ardent and capable
worker therein.
As the Roman Empire was tolerant towards Christianity
so it was with other religions and Christianity, in its ex-
pansion, met with a variety of religious cults and movements
other than Judaism. The religions in the Empire were syn-
cretistic, made up of elements of Greek Hero-Worship and
Mythology, Roman Emperor-Worship, and Eastern Mystery-Religions.
Christianity ran with full force into them at Lystra (14:8-18),
ji'/ ficiaesSsoo^ eiid* 'iJeacJ'-c 'loi bdiiixelo riosai
9s3.'^ i’ . •'B.t'icmexratTi eu'id' iiexlo'x^eo f)BXl nsm iio.rdw toI lew^ris ;
i
jjT.iJ-oBfl 9d.^ iirioT, lo fc‘iswoXIo'5 od& ni noxa ieiciAC) biiool; aeoiox
£»nje ,";i;.(icsoIiri< :ie9T0 .oigfiM .e-ilani.*! nx anolsxisi ^sxido
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nrioli a'ls'Ax^IIc'? erfd iRcJ-oA lo jCooS aild o.t ^nxMaoDA
jet/e^Aqi; cte quo'ig IlBUia s 8B i}£uo% ©cf oX 9*161’/ d’Exd'qBS
-noo ^Bdv. od as -ibbIo doxi ax dl .JIb hi evlay/d sni-Teu/r-'x/xt
^'[IdBie bianoo ai dmxoooB edT .dcillnoo 1o dnxoq. ©rid oedi/dida j,
V'lev B £)Bii evjBii od don emeeQ ‘XXasiniil ‘loddjjB , add ta& bssnlrtop ^
aadxToeeX art luodw oaorid 1:o noxdiaoq 9i1d *io noidoBonoa 'iselb
j9i3v/ qjjo*T5 3idd ^dxvidoB ibrtB e'Xi/dBii' srld Tiovedarm , .{^-1:61}
.sneidal-iiiO add lOx xceldo'xq ^ b^Sse^o Tjsdd dsild xixBdieo ex dd
Bxdd nil sdrtioq axudoxq 9dd odxix neox/boidixi ©“lew Y.erid dexiT
lo XBv/riJ-&q ©rfd d'lnv/ddB booda x©dd' derid aedBoxbxii bns noxdoeiib
njBxdelidO arid od *igvo now enavr ^nevewoH .anBddednilO add ,,
©IdnqBo bnc dnsdiB hb aiUBOocf ^aoIXoqA ^CiOdd lo aco biiB ^esueo
.nioxorid isyl'xovj '
XdxGBxda rndO aoxfiv/pd dnaxelod 3BW axiqmlX nBruoH add sA
-i© adi. nx j\;di:nBX tsx'xdO bns anbxgxXox xsddo ddd'// asw dd oa ^
sdn 6jEii.;>T'’cn! dfiB adXjJo anodgdXsx lo ^dedxBv b ifddw doui jnodanfeq
-GY^ 0X9V’ dxdqinSL ©dd ad anod^dX©! ©xIT .medebi/'G iindd xerido
bflB qlxiaToW-o'ioH ieoxO lo adnsmaX© to qn ©finir .oddaddeno
. anodsUor.-Ti^doYM axedEsa bn© .qddanoW-xoxeqxdE nBmoH ,YaoX6ridYM
,(cX-':J>:) BxdeYJ dB moxfd udni ©oxol IXnt dddw nan YdxnBXdedxdO,
7Athens (17:22-29), and Ephesus (19:23-41). The issue was tied
up with the problem of salvation. The history of the period
testifies to the desperate moral condition which existed. Men
were in search of a way out of this moral morass. Each re-
ligion made claim to having the answer. The clash came over
the manner of how salvation was to be had. The real point of
conflict was at this point. However, Christianity proved
superior in every encounter. ’’The word of the Lord grew and
prevailed mightily” (19:20).
It was not surprising to find Christianity meeting with
magic. Wherever there are ignorance and superstition and
crudities of religious belief, there magic is to be found.
Such a condition existed in the first century of the Christian
Era. The Apostles joined battle with magic in Samaria (8:9 ff )
,
Paphos (13:8-12), Lystra (14:11-18), Philippi (16:16-24),
Ephesus (19:11-20), and Malta (28:1-10). Christianity had to
fight magic in the very bailiwick of magic. The Apostles
possessed imusual healing power and made use of it on several
occasions. This was not an unmized blessing, however. Most
of the times their real mission was obscured by their work of
healing. The healing was misunderstood by the people. Some
of the local magicians became enemies of the Apostles because
their influence and position were endangered by the superior
work of the Apostles; others thought that it could be purchased
for a sum of money; in one place the Apostles were worshipped
rf)oit 3tfv/ Gifssl =),c?T . ( : GX ) ai/Keciqiil bfiB ,C6S~SS:VI) anarid'A
;
boi'too ">rlJ Ic oiiT .XicIXBvlBS ^:o iyieldo-iq eifd- rfiJ-iv/ qx/
xieM .b€)jeJ:xe ncr.n'w iroi.tibijoo Ib'^oet 9^J0*X9qc;^f> exlX oX Ba.i'J:xc)’se:t
-ro-: fiO‘-^‘X . 2 e,3Tor^ Ibiohi airiX to tuo y^w' a lo rtoiase ni &-ievr
T^vo ejneo iJr.Blo ful? .iGwanB adcJ" gnivad oo mislo e£)j?nr noX?>iX
“ic Jnxoq ieis-T erlT . brfxf ©cf ot cbv/ iio i.tBVisa won tc 'rennsrii ©rl^
,
bof^o'iq Yd'xnBXcJ'ax'ijdO ,*:^©vav/oH .cj-n/oq axrfd- sbw d'olJ.’^noo
5hb vra-ii': 0 ilv to b'LOw eriT” .-Tscrnijcon© yievs ni TcxTi^qoa
'
.{0S:f?I) "yXxXrlsixa nelxBveiq
dd'X’-v sni^9©/)i yXxfxaid-BxxxiO bnx'i ot snisiaq^aa Xoxi ctl
bire noiXiXaaequa biijB ©ona'icn^x 9*^6 8*i9flX 'i6Y9T9il\V .oigBia
.5m/o"t arf od- cx oX^jaui niaild' tlsxlecf axjcigxi©*! 1:o aoitlbjjio
/LBxuai'iilO exit lo yind-nso daiil abX nx beXaxxe noiuXbiioo a xfoirS
,
(I"' 6:6) Bi'iamaS nx oXgjBiE liXxv/ ©XXd-jsd banxOQ aoXd’soqA enT .Bn:a
;
;
-31:61) xqqXIin^. ,{8X-/I:Aij s^idP.yJ ,C^I-6:£X) aodqa^I
ol bad! ydinax XsxixlO .(0i-I:6S) sdlaM bnx* ^ (Oci-*XI :6I
)
nuaqjrfqa
asIdso^A oflT .o±SB£i to iloxwxlxacf yiev ed& nx oxger: dri^xl
Xb'I9V93 no dx lo oan sjbjBoi bns iswoq gnllssd laueunsj basasa.soq,
leoM .'iev9Y/o£f tgnXBP.9Xcf barxflUUL/'' itB don asw sid'j! . .anoxaaooo
lo Aiov/ lioiXd ycf beTi/oado gb\x jicxaBxm Xb9*i TX©i(d aoxnrd oxld lo
9fflo3 -eXqo&q odd yd bocdattebrn/aiftf p.sw gxtxXeeri sdT .gfixXned
oBunoed aoXdaoqA edd lo sexnisiie oxcLsosd annioigsm IsdoX exit to
I noX'ieqi/B arid yd beio-gnfibxie ©new xioidleoq bns ©oxiaullnx nxeild*. ^
bea6rio*ujq ©d filooo dx darid ddgtrorid ansddo jaeXdsoqA arid lo
baqqlxle'iov/ enev aeXdeoqA ©dd aonXq ©nc nx ; tf^noia lo rot/a 8 nol
I
w /
8as gods. Yet some noteworthy results came out of it. Many
became Christians. The Apostles never used the unusual powers
as an end in itself but as a means to an end and always gave
the glory to God.
The account of the clash with Greek philosophy at
Athens (chap. 17) is remarkable in that it was the only conflict
out of which Christianity did not come with colors flying high.
However, her colors were still unfurled although limp in the
breeze. Success was small, only a few converts to Christi«
anity. There were only two philosophies mentioned, Stoicism
and Epicureanism. Paul did not remain long among the
philosophers.
The final conflict was that with Vested Interests
encountered at Philippi (16:16-24) and Ephesus (19:11-20). In
both instances we find gross exploitation. At Philippi it was
the case of the owners of a slave girl, with the power of ven-
triloquism, who made use of this strange pov;er to make money
and at Ephesus it was the case of silversmiths who exploited
the people by making and selling images of the goddess Diana.
Both endeavors proved profitable to these two groups. But the
work of Paul played havoc v/ith both groups and it brought down
their wrath upon him. It was not a pleasant situation. How-
ever, the Christians came victorious in the end. The fight
here was gainst selfishness, exploitation, greed, and
hypocrisy.
4vnr/:/ "'c ruo onn^o ad-J.i/se*! ^i^.t-icwsd-oc i^mca J-aY .n&o^ as
Eio’-voc Iau? j:nij erid- boEu ifbven asIvtrcqA eilT .eABid’BX'ixfD oiuBoed
9va* b\:bv-J.b biiB bo.e od’ anBsm b ss. dad IXBSdx ni Xns lus sb
. boO od sdS
d3 vri'-.OBoixiiQ >io‘jT;x) ildxv/ ri^Blo add ‘to itiuccroB, sflT
&oU -Doo ^cdno arid sbw di ddfid nl a IdfoI'Tsms’i ax (VX.qjerfo) axiftn'dA
a*ioloo rfdxv/ smoo den bib xdinjBidal'iriO doxilw tc juo
edd ni amll riatroddlB balxi/lxiu Hide ei8v; ,a*iolco *i9il ,'isvawoH
“idsd-iXO od Bdievnoo v/sl b ^Ileirrs asw aasooua .c-ssaid-
niaxyrxdy .benoxdnuxii aaxdqoaoixilq: ov/d Y'd-^o exev; a-iadT .\rdiriB
f
9ild arroaiB 3110X nxBCioi doa oxb laB^l .flieJx:B3ai/oxqrr bna
i
'
‘
.aaadqoaoixxiq
I
Sueexedal bsdasV ridxw darfd saw doillnoo lanxl edT
nl .(0,^-IX;Gf) anasiiqd bnj> (>S-eX:dI) lqqi.iijdq da bsaadaaoDae
\ r
aav dx xGqlXxdqi dA .noxdBdioXqxa saca??. bail ©w aaonBdaax ddod
-a©"'’’ do a©v:oq ©rid ridxw svaXa & do aasxivxo ©rid lo ©aeo arid :
y.ano/i bjIbu: od aswoq ©gnjaada airid do ©sa ©b£irt oriw ,maxapcXiad
bedioXqx© orivr a'idimaa©vXia do ©3bo ©rid 3bw dx anasriqa ds bae
./
•
.saBiCI eaabbo;!^ ©rid do segeicii saiXXaa bas 5>nx?tBin ''^d ©Iqooq ©rid
>- ;
9 xf:; daC .aqaoa:^ owJ ©aarid od ©XdBdxdc^^q bsvoaq aaovasbae rido3
V
£TNot drisjjoad dx baa aqaoas ridod ridiv^ oevari beY^iq Xub^ do 2lacw
,
-v.’oH .nox"!-Badxa d;iB8B©Xq b doa aew dl .mxri aoqa xldBiw aierid
<" v'
dri-ota 9riT .ba© ©rid ax axroxaodoiv ©mBO aaBXdaiariO ©rid <a©V9,
baB «b©©as
,
noidsdioXqx© .aaeariaxdXsa daaiBS ajsw ©•4©ri
• Ysxdooqitri
^
In dramatic and vivid clearness the Book of Acts
presents early Christianity as a powerful and successful move
ment. It was opposed by many strong and determined forces,
which proved unequal to cope with the Christian message and
its spirit-filled messengers. The battle moved, not always
oJ
in sunshine, under clear skies, and^^unobstructed roads, but
always successfully and victoriously.
&&-)A ?foo6 eifd aaoniBalo oxvlv 5cb oioaniB'ib xil )d|
-evofff IjjxBaaooxre Jbne Ii/'^TeVoq t'. sr, 'irjinB.i&BX'xdO adness'iq {
,aeoiol l)9niim:ai}-ab dne. ^no-i&a Dssoqqc sb.x d-I .J-iiaic
J
Oils s^eaaem n.3i.f3lid0 erfcJ- xlj-ivv sqoo oq iBupann ,5jvoT:q rlDlrfv/ '
sybv'Ijb qoijt ^i)3Vo.ai alcJ'd'.ed arIT .Biesnaasam daXXi't-dxTxqa adx
Vq
J-ua ,3dx3c>'i besou'iJ-adoBjj^dnB ,asx2{s isalo la&iiij joxixiiaiii/s nx
.
Ylai^oxxodoxY i)XJ6 YXI*Jltaaao'ajj3 sy-BwIb
T.
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